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Student Feedback
 

After thorough analysis of the student feedback received regarding the Department of 

Commerce curriculum, several key actions have been taken to address the concerns and 

enhance the overall learning experience.

 Key Findings: 

1. Curriculum Rigidity:

the inflexibility of the curriculum.

- Action Taken:

curriculum structure to incorporate more flexibility, allowing students to 

tailor their academic path based on their interests.

2. Outdated Content: 

- Action Taken:

content to ensure its relevance to current industry standards and emerging 

trends. 

3. Limited Practical Exposure:

- Action Taken:

collaborating with industry partners to provide students with internship 

opportunities and real
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Action Taken Report 

On 

Student Feedback for the Academic Year 2022-2023

After thorough analysis of the student feedback received regarding the Department of 

Commerce curriculum, several key actions have been taken to address the concerns and 

enhance the overall learning experience. 

Curriculum Rigidity: A significant number of students expressed concerns about 

the inflexibility of the curriculum. 

Action Taken: The department has initiated a comprehensive review of the 

curriculum structure to incorporate more flexibility, allowing students to 

tailor their academic path based on their interests. 

 

Action Taken: Faculty members have been engaged in updating course 

content to ensure its relevance to current industry standards and emerging 

actical Exposure: 

Action Taken: To address the need for practical experience, the department is 

collaborating with industry partners to provide students with internship 

opportunities and real-world projects. 
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After thorough analysis of the student feedback received regarding the Department of 

Commerce curriculum, several key actions have been taken to address the concerns and 

A significant number of students expressed concerns about 

The department has initiated a comprehensive review of the 

curriculum structure to incorporate more flexibility, allowing students to 

Faculty members have been engaged in updating course 

content to ensure its relevance to current industry standards and emerging 

To address the need for practical experience, the department is 

collaborating with industry partners to provide students with internship 



4. Communication Gap: 

- Action Taken: A communication channel has been established for regular 

feedback sessions, ensuring students have a platform to express their 

concerns and suggestions directly to the faculty. 

 

 Implementation Timeline: 

The actions outlined above will be implemented in a phased manner over the next 

academic year. Updates and progress reports will be shared with students regularly. 

 

 Monitoring and Evaluation: 

A monitoring committee comprising faculty members, students, and administration will 

be formed to assess the effectiveness of the implemented changes. Regular reviews and 

adjustments will be made based on ongoing feedback. 

 

 Conclusion: 

The Department of Commerce is committed to providing a dynamic and responsive 

curriculum. The actions taken aim to address the identified issues and create a learning 

environment that aligns with the evolving needs of students and the industry. 
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Select Your Programme

66 responses

feedbsck the following question 

1 How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

66 responses

2) How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

65 responses
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3) How well were the teachers able to communicate?

66 responses

4 ) The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

65 responses

5) Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers
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69.7%
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6 ) Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

66 responses

7) The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and emotional growth

66 responses

8 ) The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow

66 responses

Copy
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9 ) Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you

66 responses

10 ) The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications

66 responses

11 ) The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges

66 responses

Copy
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I don’t have a mentor

13.6%27.3%

50%
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12) Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them

66 responses

13 )The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences

66 responses

14 ) Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities

66 responses
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15 ) Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills,
life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of
work

66 responses

16) What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching

66 responses

17 ) The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good

66 responses

Copy
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39.4%
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Copy
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18 )Speed of Teaching

66 responses

19) The teacher starts and ends the session as per the schedule given in
the time table

66 responses

Copy
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Slow

21.2%
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20)  Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution

39 responses

No

Good

1. Emphasize Practical Learning:
Increase focus on practical applications of concepts to provide students with hands-on
experience. This could involve integrating more practical sessions, experiments, and real-world
projects into the curriculum.

2. Industry-Relevant Training: Offer regular sessions or workshops where students can learn
about the tasks and projects commonly encountered in industries or MNCs. This could involve
inviting industry professionals to share their experiences and provide insights into the skills
and knowledge needed in the in the workshop.

3. Implement structured Assessments: Introduce
compulsory elements such as dress codes, uniform , class tests, and practice tests to foster
discipline, regular assessment, and a sense of responsibility among students. This can help in
better monitoring of student progress and understanding of the subject
matter.

Excellent

Teacher must be given not only practical knowledge to us with the help of syllabus but also
extra curriculum activities.

add subjects accounting

We didn't get our marksheet and degree yet

I dont think that any observation Or suggestion is requird

We will take the exam for the fourth term and we are still suffering from the problem of
delaying the grade note because we have not received the grade note for the first semester to
this day. Please fix this problem

All good

1) use of ICT effectively 2) the time of lectures was full day so we can't complete other extra
activities
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Pencil
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Pencil
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I classrooms are not clean. And give us to best batch ti sit

My suggestion is very adorable for this MCQ this question is very intresting

All staff of the commerce department is very nice always helps us in any situation.And overall
teaching is very good, interesting examples and experience. I am fully satisfied about our
department of commerce.

Iam appearing for MBA 4th semester exams and I still dent receive my 1st Semester marks
memo..
So please grant the marks memos

1. More focus should be given to practical assignments and review and feedback should be
given to each student.
2. Students must participate more by giving presentations, assignments, and other activities to
encourage and build confidence, communication skills, and other skills.
3. More ICT tools should be used.
Lastly the department must hasten in providing marks sheets and results for the students.
This is my last semester and I haven't received 1st semester marks sheet. Thank you....

All in all perfect

1- There must be a workshop
2- There should be experiences that graduates share with new students
3- There should be discussion between students and doctors on various topics

1)Placement and traning institute visit the department 2) give students e_ library system

The student concerned must be heard and get it resolved.

Good Teacher's, Good Department and The atmosphere is very Good.

All subject not teaching regularly and HOD is not taken a signature at on that time she make a
late of all time. And department is not clean also toilet is wrost. Not teaching a at that proper
time only one professor syed azafuddin sir is teaching a very very perfect

(1)Take the lectures fix timing (2) All subject lectures take regularly (3) Simple language use to
understand the lecture.

My experience was very well

All subject not teaching regularly and HOD not taken a signature at on that time. she make a
late take make a all time and department is not clean.not teaching at proper time. only one
professor, sayyed sir is teaching a very perfect.
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 Name of the Student*

University PRN No.

Mobile No

Select Your Programme
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85 to 100%

70 to 84%

55 to 69%

30 to 54%

Below 30%

Thoroughly

Satisfactorily

Poorly

Indifferently

Won’t teach at all

Always effective

Sometimes effective

Just satisfactorily

Generally ineffective

Very poor communication

1 How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? *

2) How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

3) How well were the teachers able to communicate? *
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Excellent

Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

Always fair

Usually fair

Sometimes unfair

Usually unfair

Unfair

Every time

Usually

Occasionally/Sometimes

Rarely

Never

4 ) The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

5) Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers

6 ) Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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Significantly

Very well

Moderately

Marginally

Not at all

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral
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Strongly disagree

7) The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, social and
emotional growth

*

8 ) The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow *
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Every time

Usually

Occasionally/Sometimes

Rarely

I don’t have a mentor

Every time

Usually

Occasionally/Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Fully

Reasonably

Partially

Slightly

Unable to

9 ) Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you *

10 ) The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications *

11 ) The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of challenges *
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Never

To a great extent
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Some what
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12) Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them *

13 )The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative
learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences

*
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14 ) Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities

15 ) Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability
skills to make you ready for the world of work

*
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Above 90%

70 – 89%

50 – 69%

30 – 49%

Below 29%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Fast

Moderate

Slow

16) What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while
teaching

17 ) The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good *

18 )Speed of Teaching *
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Occasionally

Very frequently

Never

Good 
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19) The teacher starts and ends the session as per the schedule given in the time table *

20)  Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience in
your institution
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85 to 100%

70 to 84%

55 to 69%

30 to 54%

Below 30%

Thoroughly

Satisfactorily

Poorly

Indifferently

Won’t teach at all

Always effective

Sometimes effective

Just satisfactorily

Generally ineffective

Very poor communication

1 How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? *

2) How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

3) How well were the teachers able to communicate? *
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Excellent

Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

Always fair

Usually fair

Sometimes unfair

Usually unfair

Unfair

Every time

Usually

Occasionally/Sometimes

Rarely

Never

4 ) The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

5) Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers

6 ) Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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Significantly

Very well

Moderately

Marginally

Not at all

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

7) The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, social and
emotional growth

*

8 ) The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow *
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Every time

Usually

Occasionally/Sometimes

Rarely

I don’t have a mentor

Every time

Usually

Occasionally/Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Fully

Reasonably

Partially

Slightly

Unable to

9 ) Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you *

10 ) The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications *

11 ) The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of challenges *
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Every time

Usually
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Rarely

Never

To a great extent

Moderate

Some what

Very little

Not at all

12) Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them *

13 )The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative
learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences

*
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Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

To a great extent

Moderate

Some what

Very little

Not at all

14 ) Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities

15 ) Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability
skills to make you ready for the world of work

*
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Above 90%

70 – 89%

50 – 69%

30 – 49%

Below 29%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Fast

Moderate

Slow

16) What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while
teaching

17 ) The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good *

18 )Speed of Teaching *
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Frequently

Occasionally

Very frequently

Never

1. Emphasize Practical Learning:
Increase focus on practical applications of concepts to provide students with hands-on experience. This 
could involve integrating more practical sessions, experiments, and real-world projects into the curriculum.

2. Industry-Relevant Training: Offer regular sessions or workshops where students can learn about the tasks 
and projects commonly encountered in industries or MNCs. This could involve inviting industry 
professionals to share their experiences and provide insights into the skills and knowledge needed in the in 
the workshop.

3. Implement structured Assessments: Introduce
compulsory elements such as dress codes, uniform , class tests, and practice tests to foster discipline, 
regular assessment, and a sense of responsibility among students. This can help in better monitoring of 
student progress and understanding of the subject
matter.
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19) The teacher starts and ends the session as per the schedule given in the time table *

20)  Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience in
your institution
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